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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a new 5.6-liter DOHC V8 engine, VK56DE, which was developed for use on a new full-size sport utility vehicle and a full-size pickup truck. To meet the demands for acceleration performance when merging into freeway traffic, passing or re-acceleration performance from low speed in city driving and hill-climbing or passing performance when towing, the VK56DE engine produces high output power at top speed and also generates ample torque at low and middle engine speeds (90% of its maximum torque is available at speeds as low as 2500 rpm). Furthermore, this engine achieves top-level driving comfort in its class as a result of being derived from the VK45DE engine that was developed for use on a sporty luxury sedan. Development efforts were focused on how to balance the required performance with the need for quietness and smoothness. This paper presents a detailed description of the VK56DE engine as well as highlights of individual technologies contributing to its highly balanced performance.

INTRODUCTION

As an engine intended for use on a full-size pickup truck and a full-size sport utility vehicle (SUV), the VK56DE engine would have to deliver overwhelmingly power performance capable of impressing and exciting users. Additionally, it would also have to take advantage of its inherent characteristics as a derivative of the VK45DE engine used on the Infiniti Q45 luxury sedan to provide driving comfort ranking among the best in its class. The attainment of both of these performance attributes was set as the development objective for this engine, and emphasis was placed on the following four areas in order to accomplish that.

1. Overwhelming torque output from a low engine speed
2. Exceptional quietness
3. Compact and lightweight design
4. Compliance with exhaust emission standards

MAJOR SPECIFICATIONS AND PERFORMANCE

To accomplish the development objective, the displacement was increased to 5.6 liters, up from 4.5 liters for the base VK45DE engine, and the results of various analyses were also incorporated into the design to improve the intake and exhaust systems, among other components. As a result, the VK56DE engine produces maximum power of 305 hp and maximum torque at a low operating speed of 3600 rpm. In addition, it achieves a flat torque characteristic across all speed ranges, generating 90% of its maximum torque at 2500 rpm. The power and torque characteristics are compared with those of the VK45DE engine in Fig. 1. Because the VK56DE is based on the VK45DE engine that is used exclusively on luxury models and thanks to the adoption of a super silent chain system, cylinder block ribs and other various items for reducing noise and vibration, it is also one of the quietest operating engines in its class.

The specifications of the VK56DE engine are compared with those of the VK45DE engine in Table 1. The various technical items incorporated in the VK56DE engine to achieve its performance targets are given in Table 2. The appearance of the VK56DE engine is shown in Fig. 2.

Table 1. Engine specifications
POWER PERFORMANCE

In comparison with the VK45DE engine, the displacement was increased, flow resistance in the intake and exhaust passages was reduced, the combustion chamber shape was optimized and friction was reduced, among other improvements. The basic design of every component of the VK56DE engine was carefully reviewed with the aim of thoroughly enhancing the engine’s character. As a result, the new engine achieves not only high power output but also a flat torque characteristic from the low rpm range. Moreover, enhancing the engine’s basic character has also given it the potential for further performance improvements in the future.

INCREASED DISPLACEMENT

This new engine has a larger bore diameter and a longer stroke than the base engine. The cylinder block is made of AC2A-F aluminum and is manufactured using gravity die casting (GDC). To facilitate a larger bore diameter, the thickness of the aluminum between the bores was reduced from 14.2 mm to 8.8 mm. The liner thickness was increased from 2.4 mm to 2.6 mm to secure ample rigidity in relation to the larger bore diameter. Additionally, the width of the head gasket seals was changed from 9.5 mm to 5.5 mm. As a result of these changes, it was possible to reduce the distance between the cylinders from 19 mm to 14 mm, thereby allowing a maximum bore diameter of 98 mm without changing the overall length of the cylinder block or the bore pitch. In addition, the minimum effective slit width between the bores was selected and a 1.5-mm slit was added between the bores as a measure for suppressing the rise in the combustion chamber wall temperature. The main specifications of the cylinder block are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Cylinder Block specifications

To achieve a longer stroke, the block height was increased from 220.35 mm to 232 mm, and the connecting rod length was changed from 147 mm to 154.5 mm, thus changing the stroke to 92 mm. As a result, a stroke/bore ratio of 0.94 was achieved, with emphasis on low-end torque suitable to a full-size SUV or pickup truck powered by a large-displacement engine. The crankpin diameter was increased from 52 mm to 54 mm to ensure ample crankshaft rigidity. As a result of
the changes noted here, displacement of 5552 cc was achieved for the new engine.

REDUCTION OF INTAKE/EXHAUST MANIFOLD FLOW RESISTANCE

A 3-D model was used to conduct flow analyses for designing such components as the intake manifold, exhaust manifold and cylinder head ports, in order to achieve highly efficient intake and exhaust flows.

Intake Manifold

The use of flow analysis in designing the intake manifold resulted in an intake port diameter of 44 mm and an intake port length of 560 mm, thereby achieving the required torque curves. With regard to the bend radius of the intake manifold ports, it is known from previous results that an R/D ratio of 2.0 is the optimum value. Amid the restrictions placed on the VK56DE engine by the required intake volume and vehicle mountability requirements, a port configuration was studied that would secure the optimum port length and diameter while satisfying the necessary intake volume. It is known that a port shape with a long horizontal section tends to provide a better \( \eta \) V characteristic than one with a long vertical section. The reason for that is thought to be that a long horizontal section allows a larger bend radius on the inside of the port, which inhibits separation of the airflow to improve \( \text{Cv} \).

In determining the shape of the intake manifold of the VK56DE engine, the distribution of the port flow was first made clear. It was found that the main flow region of the intake air was on the outer side of the port. Based on that result, a D cross-sectional shape was adopted that improved the \( \eta \) V characteristic, though the R/D ratio was 1.8, and the required torque curves were thus obtained. The inlet of the intake manifold ports was designed with a bellmouth shape that was optimized on the basis of a steady-state flow analysis. At the initial stage of the design study, it was found that the thermal housing of the #1 cylinder required a recessed shape on account of the engine mountability requirements. On the basis of an analysis, an optimum shape was found that improved the K value by approximately 15%, and that shape was adopted for the VK56DE engine. Moreover, the use of these various analytical techniques made it possible to reduce the number of times prototype parts had to be produced.

Cylinder Head

The intake ports in the cylinder head were designed on the basis of those of the VK45DE engine, and the design was further optimized to emphasize the low-end torque characteristic. The valve train system continued the DOHC design of the base engine, and an intake valve diameter of 37 mm was adopted. That valve size was the result of emphasizing improvement of the intake air flow velocity in the low speed range, rather than simply adopting the largest valve size allowed by the cylinder bore diameter. The optimum intake port geometry was formed by trimming the top of the port edge and thickening the bottom so as to achieve a high tumble ratio combined with the desired \( \text{Cv} \) characteristic.

The exhaust ports were also designed with the optimum geometry without any airflow separation by making the port cross-section round and by increasing the bend radius at the bottom of the throat.
A stainless steel exhaust manifold integrated with the catalytic converter was adopted to reduce the weight. In order to reduce the flow resistance in the exhaust manifold, flow analyses were conducted to determine the optimum port for every cylinder. In addition, the shape of the catalytic converter inlet was also optimized to achieve an exhaust manifold with little flow resistance. Previously, component reliability related to the exhaust gas temperature has been a major issue in the design of exhaust system components. For the VK56DE engine, the heat distribution in the engine compartment was analyzed, taking into account the airflow produced by the movement of the vehicle. The distribution of the exhaust manifold temperature was then estimated under the condition in which the engine would be mounted in the vehicle, and the results were used in designing the exhaust manifold shape. As one example, this approach made it possible to consider flow resistance and thermal fatigue simultaneously in selecting and determining the optimum shape for the joints of the ports, which are the places where thermal fatigue is the severest. Based on the results of the measures described here, the exhaust manifold was designed so as to strike an optimum balance among weight, performance and cost considerations.

COMBUSTION CHAMBER

Pistons
The compression ratio was set at 9.8:1 to meet the requirement for use of regular gasoline with this new engine designed for full-size vehicles. With regard to the combustion chamber configuration, a top land height of 4.2 mm was adopted to reduce the dead volume of the piston top land for the sake of lowering hydrocarbon (HC) emissions. A dish-shaped combustion chamber was selected for the VK56DE engine as the optimum configuration for meeting these requirements.

For the purpose of lightening the weight, the compression height was set at 31.63 mm, continuing the same specification as the VK45DE engine, and the results of finite element analyses (FEA) of the various parts were effectively utilized to keep the piston height at 52 mm. The inner diameter of the piston pin was tapered to achieve a weight reduction of 16 g per cylinder compared with the VK45DE engine. The combined weight of the piston and piston pin is 531 g per cylinder, achieving a K value of 0.563. The application of an epoxy resin-graphite coating to the piston skirt to reduce friction was carried over from the VK45DE engine.

Coolant Flow Around Combustion Chamber

With the aim of improving resistance to knocking, the coolant passages throughout the entire engine were re-examined, and a 3-D flow analysis was used in designing the coolant flow around the combustion chamber. The area of the water jacket around the spark plug tower where the wall thickness was decreased was expanded by approximately 70% on the intake side and by approximately 35% on the exhaust side. As a result, the coolant flow rate around the plug tower was improved by approximately 20% compared with the specification of the initial design study. Along with the adoption of long-reach spark plugs, sufficient anti-
knocking performance has been achieved even with a large bore diameter of 98 mm.

**Fig.8  Analysis Model of coolant flow**

**REDUCTION OF FRICTION**

A DOHC design was adopted for the new engine for the purpose of securing high power output, but one drawback of this type of valve train compared with SOHC or OHV designs is increased friction. To reduce friction in the valve train, the camshaft was microfinished for an improvement in surface roughness. Shim-less valve lifters were adopted to reduce both the weight and the part count. The crown of the valve lifters is given a gas nitriding treatment that reduces friction. In addition, the tension and loading of the valve springs were optimized. As a result of these measures, valve train friction was reduced by approximately 1%.

For the main moving parts, a full counter crankshaft with microfinished crank journals was adopted, which together with the application of the epoxy resin-graphite coating to the piston skirt works to reduce friction.

By incorporating these various friction reduction measures in the VK56DE engine, its typical fuel economy level was improved by approximately 3% compared with the initial design study specification.

As a result of making the improvements explained here, the VK56DE engine generates maximum torque of 379 lb-ft/3600 rpm and maximum power of 305 hp/4900 rpm, along with delivering approximately 330 lb-ft of brake torque, representing 90% of its maximum torque, at 2500 rpm.

**VEHICLE POWER PERFORMANCE**

The above-mentioned torque characteristics provide power performance suitable to a full-size pickup truck and a full-size SUV, including low-end acceleration in city driving, freeway on-ramp acceleration and passing acceleration, and hill-climbing capability and passing acceleration when towing. This engine output combined with a five-speed automatic transmission delivers hill-climbing power performance among the best in this vehicle class on all types of grades.

Although the engine produces its maximum power at 4900 rpm, it has been designed to operate in the high-speed range up to 6000 rpm. The level of shifting smoothness achieved in concert with the shift schedule of the automatic transmission is thought to be without precedent in the full-size vehicle market.

Moreover, the adoption of an electronically controlled throttle facilitates fine-tuned control to provide smooth driving performance that is expected to meet drivers’ demands.

**QUIETNESS**

With the aim of making the VK56DE engine one of the quietest in its class, it continues the noise-reduction measures applied to the VK45DE engine, and it also adopts an aluminum front cover, an aluminum oilpan and a plastic intake manifold. These and other components for reducing noise were designed through efficient use of various analytical tools.

**SUPER SILENT CHAIN SYSTEM**

The super silent timing chain used for the VK45DE engine on the Infiniti Q45 sedan has also been adopted for the VK56DE engine to mitigate the impact energy produced by the meshing of the chain and the sprockets. Compared with a conventional roller chain, the super silent chain reduces high-frequency noise for a dramatic reduction in chain meshing noise. Moreover, the chain’s small pitch also contributes to a lighter weight because it allows a more compact cylinder head design.

**ALUMINUM FRONT COVER**

The VK56DE engine adopts a sprocket cover and a front cover. The application of analytical tools made it possible to find the optimum shapes for both covers to ensure quiet operation. As specific examples, ribs were effectively placed on the front cover, and the cam sprocket cover was suitably rounded to obtain sufficient
stiffness without adding any ribs. As a result, the overall noise level was reduced by approximately 2 dB compared with the initial design study specification.

ALUMINUM OILPAN

Because of vehicle mountability requirements, the VK56DE engine adopts a split oilpan, with a lower pan made of sheet metal and an upper pan made of aluminum. To ensure the stiffness of the aluminum oilpan, analyses were conducted to determine the sensitivity of each part, making it possible to select suitable specifications efficiently. For the aluminum oilpan in particular, ribs were applied to two areas of the shallow portion, and ribs 10 mm in thickness were added at two places on the front. In addition, the oil strainer passage was integrated with the aluminum oilpan and given an outer diameter of 30 mm in order to contribute to the stiffness of the oilpan. That had the effect of reducing engine downward radiation noise by approximately 2 dB. As a result of these measures, the oilpan achieves a good balance with respect to lighter weight, higher stiffness and lower cost.

Fig. 10 Analysis of Oil-pan structure design

ALUMINUM CYLINDER BLOCK

An aluminum cylinder block with ultra-high stiffness was adopted for the VK56DE engine to reduce the weight. A review was made of the positions of the x-axis ribs between the cylinder banks, the optimal height of the x-axis ribs and the positions of the engine mounts. In addition, an analysis was conducted that also took into account the shape of the transmission. As a result, the shape of the transmission housing was revised, and the cylinder block was designed with sufficient stiffness.

PLASTIC INTAKE MANIFOLD

A plastic intake manifold, made of nylon 66 plus glass fiber reinforcement of 30 wt.%, was adopted for the primary purpose of reducing the weight. There is general concern that the use a plastic intake manifold may cause radiation noise to deteriorate. A study was made at the initial stage with the aim of reducing the radiation noise of this plastic intake manifold. A basic investigation of the material properties of the plastic improved the accuracy of the noise analysis. The investigation of the material properties was conducted under two conditions: room temperature (20 deg. C) and a high temperature (80 deg. C) corresponding to that of actual engine operation. Under room temperature, an excitation text was conducted on test pieces, and a finite element model was used to calculate the frequency response. The correlation between the measured and calculated results showed a damping coefficient of $C = 0.04$. Under the high-temperature condition, a damping coefficient of $C = 0.15$ was obtained, taking into account the frequency range (1-2 kHz) governing the overall radiation noise level. The use of these results had the effect of improving FEA accuracy.

Effective rib placement was achieved for the plastic intake manifold of the VK56DE engine by placing lattice ribs on the bottom of the collector and also by adding a rib 5 mm in thickness at the rear. As a result, this intake manifold displays radiation noise characteristics equal to those of an aluminum intake manifold.

Fig. 11 Analysis of Plastic intake manifold radiation noise

The level of vehicle quietness achieved as a result of making the improvements explained here is comparable to that of a passenger car. As one example of the results obtained, Fig. 12 shows a comparison of the noise levels measured during acceleration.

Fig. 12 Comparison of Acceleration Noise (Engine Room Noise) Overall Level

WEIGHT REDUCTIONS

Although the VK56DE engine adopts a DOHC design to secure the desired power performance, a compact cylinder head was achieved by using a direct-acting valve train system. In addition, the use of a plastic intake manifold, aluminum oilpan, aluminum front cover and a highly stiff aluminum cylinder block achieves an engine
weight of 231 kg, even though the displacement was substantially increased over that of the VK45DE engine. An engine weight comparison is given in Fig. 13.

![Comparison Engine weight](image-url)

**Fig. 13 Comparison Engine weight**

**EXHAUST EMISSION PERFORMANCE**

The adoption of a thin-film ceramic-based catalytic converter integrated with the stainless steel exhaust manifold promotes faster catalyst light-off. In addition, an air-fuel ratio sensor was adopted to improve response and facilitate large-scale purging of evaporative emissions for compliance with the ULEV regulations. In determining where to install the air-fuel ratio sensor, an investigation was made of the exhaust gas flow, taking into account the firing sequence of each cylinder. The results of that investigation were used to improve the response of the air-fuel ratio sensor.

**RELIABILITY**

Previously developed products had also met the durability requirements for the full-size vehicle market. However, the engines of full-size pickup trucks and SUVs are used more frequently in driving situations involving severe operating conditions, such as climbing hills when towing something. The need to assure durability in such driving situations was considered in the design of every engine component, and rigorous tests were conducted throughout the development process to confirm the reliability of the new engine.

**CYLINDER HEAD GASKET**

A principal issue involved in increasing the bore diameter was to ensure bore sealing performance by the head gasket. To secure the required bore sealing performance, the VK56DE engine adopts a three-layer, two-bead metal (SUS) head gasket, with a wave-stopper bead used for the intermediate layer. The axial force of the head bolts was also adjusted, among other improvements made to enhance the potential for securing bore sealing performance suitable to full-size vehicles.

**ENGINE COOLING SYSTEM**

A 21-stage water-cooled oil cooler, with a heat exchange capacity of 5.0 kW, was adopted to meet the severe operating conditions imposed on the engine in various driving situations for full-size vehicles, such as hill-climbing when towing something.

The entire engine cooling system was re-examined, including the pulley ratio of the water pump and the engine-driven fan. As a result, the water jacket of the cylinder block was designed with a depth of 75 mm, and a cooling system with a U-turn flow design was adopted, which had the effect of reducing the temperature difference between the engine coolant and oil by approximately 5 deg. C. As a result of implementing the changes described here, the thermal performance potential of the engine was improved over that of the base engine.

**CONCLUSION**

This paper has described the development objective set for the VK56DE engine along with its performance and technical features. This engine has been developed for use on a full-size pickup truck and a full-size SUV in the North American market. Every previously applied engine technology was re-examined to achieve an optimal balance of performance suitable for these vehicles, including overwhelming power, low noise and vibration, and also reliability for use under severe operating conditions such as towing. As a result of the cumulative improvements made to thoroughly enhance its basic character, the new engine was successfully designed and engineered to meet the development objective.

1. The engine achieves not only high power output but also a flat torque characteristic from the low rpm range. Development efforts were mainly dedicated to the intake and exhaust air flow improvement by fully utilizing CAE analysis.
2. The engine achieves best-in-class quietness’ and lightweight, to reduce engine noise in addition to the CAE approach to enhance engine rigidity.